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Abstract
It has long been established that shading windows with overhangs, fins, and other types of non-coplanar
systems (NCS) is one of the most effective ways of controlling solar heat gains in buildings because they
intercept solar radiation prior to entry into the building. Designers however often specify non-opaque
materials (e.g., louvers, fritted glass, expanded metal mesh) for these systems in order to admit daylight,
reduce lighting energy use, and improve indoor environmental quality. Most simulation tools rely on
geometric calculations and radiosity methods to model the solar heat gain impacts of NCS and cannot
model optically-complex materials or geometries. For daylighting analysis, optically-complex NCS can be
modeled using matrix algebraic methods, although time-efficient parametric analysis has not yet been
implemented. Determining the best design and/or material for static or operable NCS that minimize
cooling, heating, and lighting energy use and peak demand requires an iterative process. This study
describes and validates a matrix algebraic method that enables parametric energy analysis of NCS. Such
capabilities would be useful not only for design but also for development of prescriptive energy-efficiency
standards, rating and labeling systems for commercial products, development of design guidelines, and
development of more optimal NCS technologies.
A facade or “F” matrix, which maps the transfer of flux from the NCS to the surface of the window, is
introduced and its use is explained. A field study was conducted in a full-scale outdoor testbed to measure
the daylight performance of an operable drop-arm awning. Simulated data were compared to measured
data in order to validate the models. Results demonstrated model accuracy: simulated workplane
illuminance was within 11-13%, surface luminance was within 16-18%, and the daylight glare probability
was within 6-9% of measured results. Methods used to achieve accurate results are discussed. Results of
the validation of daylighting performance are applicable to solar heat gain performance. Since exterior
shading can also significantly reduce peak demand, these models enable stakeholders to more accurately
assess HVAC and lighting impacts in support of grid management and resiliency goals.
Keywords: exterior shading; daylighting; solar heat gains; bidirectional scattering distribution function
(BSDF); validation; building energy simulation tools; windows.
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1. Introduction
Annual primary energy use in buildings was 41 EJ or 39 quadrillion Btu (39x1015 Btu) in the United States
in 2010 and is projected to increase to 47 MJ (45 quad) by 2035. The residential sector accounts for 54%
of total building energy use while the commercial sector accounts for the remaining 46%. Of the total
aggregate load for both sectors, 0.797 EJ (0.756 quad) of cooling load is attributable to solar heat gains
through windows. These same solar gains offset the need for heating by 0.574 EJ (0.544 quad) and have
the potential to reduce lighting energy use in the commercial sector by 1.06 EJ (1 quad) through daylighting
[1-4].
Prior studies have quantified the solar control benefit of exterior (outdoor) coplanar and non-coplanar
shading (NCS) systems on reducing energy use and peak demand [5-11]. These systems intercept solar
radiation prior to entry into the building and can thus be more effective than between-pane and interior
(indoor) shading systems. Poorly designed solar control technologies however can decrease cooling load at
the expense of increased heating load and lighting energy use. Industry has an intuitive understanding of
these tradeoffs between solar control and daylighting (e.g,, blocking sunlight reduces daylight). This is
evidenced both with commercially available products and design practice: use of opaque shading elements
with no transmissive properties is less typical; awnings, canopies, and architectural solutions are more often
specified with fabrics, louvers, perforated metal, expanded metal mesh, fritted glass, and other materials to
partially block direct sunlight and allow filtered daylight to come through. Operable shading such as drop
arm awnings or adjustable louvers provide further opportunities to reduce energy use and peak demand
through daily or seasonal adjustments in order to minimize both heating and cooling loads.
Historically, simulation tools have used geometrical calculations and/or radiosity methods to quantify the
effect of NCS on window heat gains and daylighting [12-17]. Kirimtat et al. [18] provided a detailed
comprehensive review of simulation modeling tools for shading systems. The key drawback of these tools
is that the underlying method excludes many of the optically-complex materials that are specified for
exterior shading (e.g., fritted glass, perforated metal, etc.). With the introduction of matrix algebraic
models, such as the two-, three-, and five-phase methods [19-27], simulation tools have been able to
employ time-efficient ray-tracing methods to determine annual energy performance of optically-complex
shading and daylighting systems at a fraction of the time needed for full ray-tracing calculations.
The sole limitation of these methods is that the matrix used to map flux from the discretized sky to the
surface of the window (called the daylight or “D” matrix) includes both the NCS and exterior obstructions,
such as mountains or nearby buildings. This prevents parametric analysis of the NCS element in isolation
from the other obstructions. Analysis of a few NCS designs (or in the case of an operable NCS with a few
discrete positions) can be accomplished by computing a D matrix for each permutation of the NCS design.
For most architects and engineers, this can be achieved routinely using the existing matrix-based simulation
tools today. Applications involving hundreds or thousands of permutations of the NCS design and
surrounding environment (e.g., window orientation, nearby obstructions, etc.) however would need an
alternate approach. Such applications include development of prescriptive energy-efficiency standards to
promote more optimal exterior shading. Rating and labeling of commercially available shading systems
could be more easily accomplished by organizations such as the US Attachments Energy Rating Council
[28] and the European Solar-Shading Organization [29]. Parametric analysis could also be applied to the
development of new solar control/ daylight-redirecting NCS technologies or to develop design guidance for
existing shading systems offered by manufacturers [30-33].
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In this study, we describe alternate modeling approaches, called the four- and six-phase methods, that were
developed to separate the flux transfer behavior of the NCS from the D matrix, enabling parametric
analysis. This was accomplished with the introduction of a new facade or “F” matrix.1 This study
describes methods to construct the F matrix, then compares measured data from a full-scale outdoor testbed
facility to simulations in order to validate the methods. Validation of new models is an important step
toward adoption in commercial software tools. Validation provides an opportunity to examine deficiencies
in the model, improve the underlying algorithms, understand the limitations of the model, and increase
confidence in the use of the models for real world building applications. Results of the validation are
provided. Implications of the new methods are discussed.
2. Background
The methods described in this paper use Radiance as the simulation engine. Radiance is a suite of tools
that perform backward ray tracing and other calculations to model and render the luminous effects of
fenestration and lighting systems [33]. Radiance can simulate the flux transfer of a non-coplanar shading
(NCS) element using ray tracing methods. However, conventional ray tracing can take a considerable
amount of time to model a single point-in-time daylit condition. In order to reduce computation time for an
annual calculation, the concept of the daylight coefficient was introduced in 1983 [19], which laid out the
mathematical function that relates the luminance of the sky to the illuminance of a point in a room. The
concept was later realized and improved upon with the introduction of the Radiance rcontrib tool [34-35].
The original daylight coefficient method (also called the two-phase method) enabled efficient daylight
calculations with a discretized sky luminance distribution. The three- and five-phase methods were
developed later to allow parametric analysis of coplanar complex fenestration systems using bidirectional
scattering distribution function (BSDF) data and enable more accurate prediction of the distribution of
direct sunlight in the space [25, 27]. Before the introduction of the Radiance rfluxmtx tool [35], users could
only model coplanar, rectangular fenestration systems such as one with a double-glazed window and a
venetian blind. The Radiance rfluxmtx tool enabled the flux transfer calculation between two non-parallel,
non-rectangular surfaces, which in turn enabled the development of the four- and six-phase methods to
facilitate evaluation of non-coplanar shading systems.

2.1. Modeling NCS using existing methods
There are several existing methods that can be used to simulate the daylighting performance of a NCS. The
full ray tracing calculation using the Radiance rtrace tool is the most accurate “ground truth” approach. The
Radiance two-, three-, and five-phase methods can be used to evaluate the performance of a NCS, but these
methods incorporate the NCS element as a fixed part of the scene. The performance of the NCS cannot be
separated and stored in a matrix to be used for example in a parametric design analysis of different glass frit
patterns for an overhang or to model an operable awning.
The matrix algebraic modeling approaches are explained as follows: To derive a flux transfer matrix, there
are two key components: senders and receivers. A sender is a surface with a direction that randomly sends
out rays in a hemisphere. The rays interact with the objects in the scene before arriving at one or more
receivers. The receivers then sort rays into bins based on the specified sampling basis. Thus, the flux
transfer between a sender and a receiver is stored in a matrix with the dimension of (number of sender

1 Andrew McNeil (previously at LBNL) was the originator of the F-matrix concept.
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directions  number of receiver bins). Multiple matrices may be produced in a single run in the case of
multiple receivers.

2.1.1. Two-phase method
The two-phase or daylight coefficient (DC) method can be used to calculate the annual daylighting
performance of an NCS. With the two-phase method, the sky dome hemisphere is subdivided into a grid of
solid angles or “patches,” then the relationship between the luminance of each sky patch and the
illuminance or luminance of a point in space is calculated and stored in a matrix format. In this case, the
sensor point in the room is the sender and the sky dome is the receiver. Given a sky luminance distribution,
the illuminance at the point in a room can be calculated by multiplying the luminance of each sky patch by
the corresponding coefficient in the matrix and summing for all sky patches. The accuracy of the result
increases with increased sky subdivisions. With the two-phase method, the NCS will be placed in the scene
and be part of the ray tracing from the indoor sensor point to the sky. The daylight coefficient matrix needs
to be re-computed when any part of the scene changes.
E = V* S

(1)

where,
–
–
–

E is the resulting illuminance or irradiance value (or luminance, L);
S is the sky matrix, representing the luminance distribution of the discretized skydome hemisphere for
the year;
V* is the view matrix that stores the flux transfer between the indoor sensor point (sender) and the sky
(receiver).

2.1.2. Three-phase method
With the two-phase method, the number of simulations increases exponentially with the number of
changing elements in a scene. With the three-phase method, the ray-tracing path is separated at the
fenestration system. Rays are no longer traced from the indoor sensor point to the sky. Instead, rays are
traced from the sensor point to the window surface, and then from the window surface to the sky. In this
way, the indoor and outdoor flux transfers are stored in two separate matrices. The flux transfer behavior of
a complex fenestration system is also stored in a separate matrix. With the three-phase method, changes in
the scene may require re-computing only one of the three corresponding matrices, instead of re-computing
the entire two-phase matrix that was calculated by tracing from the indoor sensor to the sky. The resultant
illuminance (or luminance) is obtained through matrix multiplication:
E=VTDS

(2)

where,
–

E is the resulting illuminance or irradiance value (or luminance, L);
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–
–
–
–

S is the sky matrix, representing the luminance distribution of the discretized skydome hemisphere for
the year;
D is the daylight matrix that stores the flux transfer between the window (sender) and the sky
(receiver);
T is the transmission matrix that relates the incident and exiting direction of the fenestration system
(e.g., venetian blind); and,
V is the view matrix that represents the light transported from the indoor sensor point (sender) to the
window (receiver).

Multiplying the V, T, and D matrices results in the daylight coefficient two-phase matrix. To model the
NCS with the three-phase method, the NCS needs to be modeled as part of the daylight matrix, and
changing the configuration of a NCS requires re-computing the daylight (D) matrix. This is an inefficient
approach if the rest of the outdoor space remains unchanged.

2.1.3. Five-phase method
The five-phase method was introduced to improve modeling of the direct sun component [27, 36]. With the
two- and three-phase methods, the solar disc is represented by the three to four sky patches that are closest
to the solar position (Figure 1, left image). Consequently, the solid angle of the sun increases from 0.5° to
roughly 10°. Although the total energy emitted from the sun remains the same, the intensity decreases
significantly with the increase in solid angle.
With the five-phase method, only the indirect component of the three-phase result is retained with a
relatively low resolution basis (first two terms in Equations 3-4) and the result is supplemented by the
direct sun component with the sun represented with a 0.5° solid angle (third term in Equations 3-4; Figure
1, right image). The formula for the five-phase method is:
E = V T D S – Vd T Dd Sd + Cds Ssun

(3)

L = V T D S – Vd T Dd Sds + (CR-ds + CF-ds) Ssun

(4)

where,
–
–
–
–

–

–

E and L are the resulting illuminance or luminance values for the modeled period (year);
S, T, D, and V are as described for Equation 2;
Vd, Dd, and Sds represent the direct-only matrices in the three-phase method;
Cds or CR-ds (Cds and CR-ds are identical matrices) is the coefficient matrix relating the flux transfer from
the sun orb for a grid of positions in the skydome hemisphere to a specified location in the interior
without interreflections; the variable resolution, tensor tree BSDF of the fenestration system (with or
without proxy geometry) is included in the calculation of this matrix;
CF-ds is the façade-side coefficient matrix relating the flux transfer from the sun orb for a grid of
positions in the skydome hemisphere to the luminance as seen at the façade itself without
interreflections from the outdoors or indoors but inclusive of the contributions of direct sun on and
interreflected within the fenestration system itself; variable BSDF data or the geometry of the system is
also included in this calculation; and,
Ssun is the sky luminance distribution with only the sun luminance.
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Modeling NCS is similar to the approach used in the three-phase method; the direct and indirect optical
behavior of the NCS is calculated along with other fixed obstructions (e.g., nearby building wing,
surrounding buildings, mountains, etc.) in the daylight (D) matrix. In summary, the two-, three-, and fivephase methods can be used to simulate annual daylighting performance of a NCS system but changing the
NCS requires re-computing matrices, which can be inefficient when other elements of the scene remain
unchanged.

Figure 1. Sky resolution of Tregenza sky (145 basis resolution) with the sun represented by three patches in yellow
(left) and 0.5° solar disc representation with the five-phase method at 5185 locations for both the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres (right).

2.2. Four-phase and six-phase methods
The four-phase method is based on the three-phase method, but divides the light transported between the
sky and the indoor sensor points further into four separate matrices. The newly added “facade” (F) matrix
sits in between the transmission and now modified daylight matrix and captures the flux transfer between
the outdoor window surface (sender) and the finite plane(s) defining the edges of the NCS (receiver)
furthest from the window. Thus, the new matrix function becomes:
E = V T F D′ S

(5)

The calculation of the view and transmission matrices remains unchanged from the three-phase method.
Because of the added facade matrix, the daylight (D′) matrix will now only include the flux transfer from
the sky to the facade aperture. In addition to the benefits from the three-phase method, the four-phase
method enables quick computation and comparison of various NCS configurations. The property of a NCS,
such as material and geometry, can be changed and the model’s daylighting performance can be reevaluated
without re-computing the other three matrices. In a similar manner, operable NCS can be modeled more
efficiently.
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The six-phase method naturally follows the logic from the three-phase to the five-phase method. The
difference between the five- and six-phase methods is only in the indirect calculation. With the added
facade matrix (F), the six-phase method formula becomes:
E = V T F D′ S – Vd T Fd Dd′ Sd + Cds Ssun

(6)

L = V T F D′ S – Vd T Fd Dd′ Sds + (CR-ds + CF-ds) Ssun

(7)

where,

Figure 2. Left: Sampling rays are traced from the window surface to the F aperture (F matrix), as depicted by vectors
Rw representing one of the outgoing directions from the defined sampling basis. These rays interact with NCP shading
device (e.g., fabric awning) before arriving at the F1 aperture. Right: The rays are then binned based on their arriving
angle of incidence.

–
–

F and Fd terms represent the facade matrix and facade matrix with the direct component only, and
D′ and Dd′ represents the modified daylight matrix which maps the flux transfer between the facade
aperture and the sky.

Images for discomfort glare analysis can also be generated using a similar approach where Radiance
computes luminance/radiance coefficients instead of illuminance/irradiance coefficients for the view
matrix. For the illuminance calculation, the per window view matrix has the dimension of number of
sensor points times 145 solid angles or patches (Klems resolution). For the luminance calculation, the view
matrix consists of 145 images per window, where with each image represents the luminances for the chosen
view due to a particular window Klems patch.

2.3. Constructing the F matrix
The F matrix represents the flux transfer properties of the NCS. An F aperture needs to be placed in the
model as a ray receiver. The window surface is the ray sender. To construct the F matrix, Monte Carlo ray
tracing occurs from the window surface to the F aperture. During the ray tracing process, rays interact with
the NCS before it arrives at the F aperture. The incident ray’s intensity and direction are recorded and
binned according to the specified hemispherical sampling basis of the F aperture. The flux transfer behavior
of the NCS is then stored in the F matrix. If the configuration of the NCS (e.g., materials, geometry)
changes, a new F matrix needs to be computed.
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There is no standard approach to construct and place the F aperture, but the ideal scenario is to place the
aperture so that the rays being sampled captures all possible ways that light will interact with the NCS in
the real world. In general, there are three options for defining the F aperture.
F1 aperture. The simplest way of defining an F1 aperture is by placing a finite plane parallel to the
building facade that covers the corresponding window region. Figure 2 shows a section view of the raytracing that occurs when computing the corresponding F1 matrix. Rays sent out from the window plane in
the V1 direction interact with the NCS, facade (if rays are reflected off the NCS for example back towards
the window), ground and other nearby surfaces before arriving at the F1 aperture. Note that some rays are

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Construction of the F aperture. The arrows indicate the surface normal of the apertures’ hemispherical
sampling basis. (a) A single F aperture (F1) placed at the outer edge of the NCS; (b) a single wrapped aperture (F1H)
encapsulates the NCS with a sampling direction that is slightly tilted up, resulting from averaging the four apertures’
surface normal directions; (c) FN or, in this case, four F apertures encapsulate the NCS, where each aperture samples
rays separately.

lost in the gap between the window and the sides of the finite-dimensioned F1 aperture, resulting in an
underestimation of incident flux on the window plane. The F1 aperture samples incident rays based on the
specified sampling basis (e.g., Klems 145 basis) and stores the information in the F1 matrix.
For the calculation of the modified daylight or D′ matrix, rays (V2) are sent out from the F1 aperture (in the
south-facing hemispherical direction for a south-facing window, for example) toward the building’s
surroundings. These rays interact with nearby obstructions and ground, before arriving at the subdivided
skydome hemisphere. Note that direct flux from the sky dome from behind the F1 aperture (in the northfacing hemispherical direction) are not included in the D′ matrix, again resulting in an underestimation of
incident flux on the window plane This method may be sufficient if the CFS is continuous across a long
facade. An F1 aperture for an awning is shown in Figure 3(a).
F1H aperture. The F matrix can more accurately capture the NCS flux transfer if there is a continuous
F1H aperture wrapping the facade. In the example shown in Figure 3 (b), the F1H aperture encapsulates
the NCS with four2 rectilinear planes/ polygons. Rays are traced from the window to the four receiver
planes. The receiver then samples the incident rays and bins them based on a single sampling basis. The

2 A fifth plane with a downward facing surface normal would have been added if this example had been situated above
the ground floor.
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sampling basis is defined by a hemisphere whose normal (depicted by the arrow3 in Figure 3(b)) is the
weighted average of the surface normals for each of the four planes/ polygons. The F1H aperture can only
sample rays from a single hemispherical direction, which means that the maximum sampling angle is 180º.
As a result, the F1H aperture cannot capture rays from behind the building facade. The FN aperture
addresses this omission.
FN aperture. A more accurate way of characterizing the NCS flux transfer is to define independent F
matrices for each individual F aperture then summing the flux contributions from all N F matrices. Each F
aperture samples incident flux from the window source and bins the flux based on its own hemispherical
basis (depicted by the surface normals in Error: Reference source not found(c). The two F apertures that
enclose the sides of the awning for this south-facing window have a hemispherical basis with a surface
normal that faces east or west. For the east-facing F aperture at the end of the building, sky or ground
reflected flux behind the building (from the D matrix) can now be mapped to the F matrix and the window
plane. When combined, the four (or N) F matrices should capture all possible incoming flux to the
window. Equation (5) extends to:
N

E=∑ V T F i D S

(8)

i=1

3. Method

3.1 Description of the field test setup
Field validation of the four- and six-phase methods involved comparing simulation data to measured data in
a daylit room with a non-coplanar, drop-arm fabric awning. Measurements were performed in the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) Advanced Windows Testbed (Building 71T), a full-scale
instrumented testbed facility located in Berkeley, California. The test chamber was designed to emulate a
typical side lit private office with a large south-facing window. The test chamber was 3.0 m (10 ft) wide by
4.6 m (15 ft) deep and 3.35 m (11 ft) high. The window consisted of double-glazed, insulated glass units
(IGUs) with clear low-iron glass and Viracon VRE67 low-e coating on surface #3. The IGU had a centerof-glass visible light transmittance of 0.64, solar heat gain coefficient of 0.46 and U-value of 1.85 W/m 2-K
(0.33 Btu/ft2-h-°F). A horizontal mullion divided the window into a 0.76 m (2.5 ft) high upper portion and
1.7 m (5.6 ft) high lower portion. A vertical mullion divided the window in the middle. Figure 4 shows a
floor plan drawing of the test chamber and photograph of the south facade with the installed awning.
The drop-arm awning was constructed with a roller shade fabric wrapped around a tubular motor that
enabled the fabric to be extended out and away from the facade or retracted using a remote control
interface. The awning was installed at the top of the window and spanned the full width of the window. A
uniformly medium-white, linen fabric was installed (Sunbrella 4633-0000, Tsol=0.14, Rsol=0.52,
Tvis=0.06, openness factor (OF)=0). The bidirectional scattering distribution function (BSDF) of this
fabric was derived from direct and diffuse transmittance and reflectance measurements at nine angles of
incidence. These measurements were performed at LBNL using a Lambda 950 spectrophotometer with a
150-mm integrating sphere and an angle tube accessory [37]. The BSDF data were represented with a

3 The arrow for the surface normal is actually pointed towards the window since the F matrix depicts the amount of
flux transfer between the window and the F aperture. This, however, would have been difficult to show in the figure.
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Klems basis (145x145 resolution) and exhibited Lambertian diffusion. During the field test, the awning
was positioned to two angles: a) 50° angle between the vertical face of the facade and the drop arm
hardware used to position the awning – this awning position was enough to block most of the direct sun
during the summer solstice period, and b) 125° with the awning extending all the way down during the
equinox and winter solstice period, which blocked most of the view out of the window (Table 1).
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Table 1
Awning test conditions and corresponding sky conditions.
Awning drop
arm angle (b°)
50°

Awning fabric
angle (a°)
60°

Total test
days
26

Test dates

Sunny
12

Sky conditions
Overcast Dynamic
8
6

July 4–30, 2016
November 10–18, 2016,
125°
25°
14
12
2
0
April 25–30, 2017
Note: Angle “a” is the angle between the vertical face of the façade and the awning fabric; angle “b” is the angle
between the vertical façade and the drop arm awning hardware (b=0° indicates the awning is fully retracted).

Figure 4. Top: Photograph of the facade with the awning hardware positioned at angle b=50°; lower left: floor plan
view showing location of workplane illuminance sensors; lower middle: location of HDR camera with vertical
illuminance sensors; lower right: vertical section showing convention for awning angles.
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A high dynamic range (HDR) imaging system (Skycam, Terrestrial Light [38]) was used to measure the
luminous intensity and distribution of the sky dome at 5-min intervals (see Section 3.2.1 for further
information on use). Indoor conditions were recorded every 1 min using vertical and horizontal workplane
illuminance sensors (LI-COR 210SA, ±1.5% to 7500 lux) located 1.2 m (4 ft) and 0.76 m (2.5 ft) above the
floor, respectively. Figure 4 shows the locations of these sensors. HDR cameras (Canon 5D, Sigma 8mm
fisheye lens) were also located in the room to measure surface luminance and discomfort glare. Image
capture was automated, where measurements were taken every 5 min during daytime hours, then processed
using evalglare [39] to produce field-of-view luminance data and daylight glare probability (DGP) values.
The images were calibrated using the vertical illuminance sensors, which were positioned immediately
adjacent to the center of the fisheye lens at the 1.2 m (4 ft) height. Each image was captured at 57603840
pixel resolution and then down-sampled to 800800 pixels for luminance and discomfort glare analysis.
Data were collected continuously during July 2016 for the summer test condition and during midNovember 2016 and end of April 2017 for the winter solstice and equinox conditions. The climate in
Berkeley during the summer and autumn periods is typically dry and sunny with frequent morning fog
persisting until about 10:00 AM or noon. Winter and spring sky conditions have dynamic/ partly cloudy or
clear sky conditions. Test dates and sky conditions during the tests are denoted in Table 1. A hill to the east
blocked morning sun until 6:00-8:00 AM Standard Time (ST), varying by season. Simulations were
modeled without the hills so measured data for the 6:00-8:00 AM ST period were excluded from the error
calculations.

3.2. Description of the Radiance simulations
A Radiance model of the test space including the furniture was used for the simulations. The exterior
model included a local ground plane. The exterior ground was modeled as uniformly diffusing with a
visible reflectance of 0.12. The matrices were generated using the Radiance rfluxmtx tool, which serves as
an interface for the Radiance rcontrib tool.4 The following sections describe how the matrices were
generated.

3.2.1. Generation of the S matrix
The outdoor HDR sky imaging system and associated scripts from the vendor were used to produce the S
matrix for the Radiance simulations of indoor illuminance and luminance. Global horizontal illuminance
measurements were taken next to and within the same plane as the HDR sky imaging sensor. Diffuse
horizontal illuminance was derived from the HDR image by masking out the circumsolar area. The direct
normal illuminance (contribution from the sun) was calculated from the measured global horizontal
illuminance and derived diffuse horizontal illuminance. The S matrix was then generated using the HDR
sky luminance distribution and the derived direct normal illuminance and diffuse horizontal illuminance of
the sun and sky. The Tregenza 145 hemispherical basis subdivided by a multiplication factor (MF) of four
(Reinhart MF:4 sky of 2305 patches) was used to subdivide the sky into a series of solid angles or patches

4 Descriptions of the rfluxmtx and rcontrib tools can be found in Radiance manual repository at: https://radianceonline.org/learning/documentation/manual-pages, accessed January 10, 2018.
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(Error: Reference source not found). Ground plane reflectance was used with the Perez sky model to
derive ground plane luminance – this value was also included in the S matrix.

Figure 5. Luminance data from the HDR image of the sky dome (left) was mapped to the Tregenza hemispherical basis
subdivided by a factor of 4 (right).

3.2.2. Generation of the F matrix: Subdivision of the window
Similar to the three-phase method, computing the illuminance or luminance contribution from a subdivided
window can yield more accurate results than modeling the whole window, particularly if the incident
sunlight is not distributed uniformly across the window surface. This is exemplified in the case of a
window with an awning where direct sunlight hits the lower unshaded portion of the window, whereas the
upper portion is shaded. Without subdivision, incident flux on the window plane is averaged over the entire
window surface (since the flux is represented by a single F matrix). With a subdivided window, incident
average energy over small areas is likely to be closer in value to the actual incident energy (Figure 6).
Initial simulations demonstrated that the illuminance levels did not track measured data well under clear
sky conditions for the non-subdivided window. The simulations significantly overestimated workplane
illuminance near the window. The window was subsequently subdivided into an upper and lower section at
the height of the workplane illuminance sensors to better map incoming flux to what the sensors actually
“see”. F apertures and F matrices were computed for each of these areas of the window. With F1 and F1H,
there were two resultant F matrices for the window. With FN, there were a total of seven F matrices (the
top horizontal F aperture was not subdivided). After this subdivision, errors between the simulated and
measured data under clear sky conditions were significantly decreased. An example comparison on a clear
sunny day is given in Figure 7. Results for the subdivided window are given in Section 4.
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Figure 6. Falsecolor HDR image depicting the measured luminance of surfaces within the test room (January 11, 9:30
AM ST). The image was captured by an HDR camera in the full-scale test chamber with its view looking from the
back of the room towards the window with the awning at the 125° winter position. Note the sunlight patch on the floor
near the window. The window subdivision is depicted as an overlay to this image, where incident sunlight on the upper
and lower areas is averaged in the simulations over these respective areas.

Figure 7. Workplane illuminance near the window on a sunny day (July 14, 2016) where the window was modeled as a
single area (left), or sub-divided into two areas at the workplane sensor height (right). Awning angle: 50°.
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3.2.3. Generation of the F matrix: Hemispherical basis resolution
For the four-phase method (and to a lesser degree for the six-phase method), accuracy is also affected by
the hemispherical basis resolution of the V matrix. In both Equations 4-6, note how the resolution of the V
matrix is coupled to the resolution of the T matrix. The resolution of the T matrix however is constrained
by the maximum uniform5 hemispherical basis resolution produced by BSDF generation tools like
genBSDF6. The highest BSDF resolution that can be generated using genBSDF is the Klems 145x145
basis, for example.
This is relevant in the case of the FN aperture approach for this particular awning configuration. As seen in
Figure 7 above, the F7 simulated data were significantly greater than the measured workplane illuminance
even after the window subdivision. The east and west FN apertures were computed with the Klems
145x145 basis, so flux from grazing angles were transferred through 12 large-area patches and resulted in a
broad distribution of this flux within the room. If the Tregenza hemispherical basis is used for the F
matrices, flux from grazing angles is transferred through 30 patches (compared to 12) and is distributed
over a much smaller area within the room, improving accuracy (Figures 8-9). The Tregenza sky has more
than double the resolution at grazing angles than the Klems basis.
There were no coplanar indoor shades installed at the window in the test chamber, so there was no need to
represent the window with a BSDF T matrix in the simulations. Therefore, the resolution of all matrices
could be increased to better isolate sources of error. The window was therefore modeled as a glass material
with a refractive index of 1.52 and included in the computation of the view V matrix. The T matrix was
removed from the matrix calculation (or it could have remained in the equation and have been represented
by elements with the value of 1). For the F matrices, we used the Tregenza hemispherical basis subdivided
by a multiplication factor of two (Reinhart MF:2 or 577577).
Note that for the five- and six-phase methods, the C matrices were computed using the Klems basis instead
of the tensor tree basis for the awning fabric. This is because the fabric exhibited Lambertian diffusion, so
high resolution tensor tree BSDF data were not required. The projecting geometry of the awning was
modeled with its true geometry (i.e., sharp-edged shadows on room surfaces), but sunlight passing through
the awning fabric was modeled at low resolution using Klems BSDF data.
The Radiance ray-tracing simulation parameters are given in Table 2 and basis resolution of all matrices
used for the simulation results in Section 4 are summarized in Table 3.

5 As opposed to the variable resolution, tensor tree basis.
6 Descriptions of the genBSDF tool can be found in the Radiance manual repository at: https://radianceonline.org/learning/documentation/manual-pages and the tutorial https://radiance-online.org/learning/tutorials/TutorialgenBSDF_v1.0.1.pdf, accessed January 10, 2018. The resolution of the BSDF can be increased through a simple
modification to the genBSDF code but this increase in resolution will also increase computation time.
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Table 2
Radiance simulation parameters for matrix calculations.

ambient bounces (-ab)
ambient divisions (-ad)
limit weight (-lw)

F

D or D′

CR-ds

CF-ds

V* (V* image)

4

4

1

3

12

10000

10000

1024

1024

200,000
(20,000)

1.00E-05
(5.00E-04)

1.00E-04

1.00E-04

1.00E-03

1.00E-03

1.00E-06
(5.00E-05)

0
(9)

5000

5000

1

1

1

V (V image)
12
(8)
60,000
(30,000)

ray count (-c)

Note: V* is the view matrix used in the two-phase DC method, where rays are traced from a point in the room to the sky
instead of the window.

Table 3
Resolution of the Tregenza hemispherical bases7 used for the matrix calculations.
Sky component
V
2-phase method (DC)
3-phase method (3PM)
4-phase method (4PM)
5-phase method (5PM)
6-phase method (6PM)

s x 2306
s x 577
s x 577
s x 577
s x 577

F1, F1H, FN

577 x 577
577 x 577

D or D′

S, Sd

577 x 2306
577 x 2306
577 x 2306
577 x 2306

2306 x n
2306 x n
2306 x n
2306 x n
2306 x n

Sun component
Cds, CR-ds,
Ssun
CF-ds

s x 5186
s x 5186

5186 x n
5186 x n

Notes:
–
All matrices (V, F, D, S, Sd) were defined with the Tregenza, not the Klems hemispherical basis.
–
Two sets of matrices defined for the subdivided window.
–
There was no operable coplanar shading at the window so the window glass material was included in the
computation of the V matrix. Therefore, the T matrix is not given in the table.
–
For the F and C matrices, the NCS was represented by geometry and BSDF material type (Klems 145x145
resolution).
–
n = number of time steps and corresponding sky condition; n’ = number of sun positions in the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres (Figure 1) plus the ground patch.
–
s = number of sensor points in the interior space.
–
For Ssun, the modeled sun locations could be reduced to those for a specific latitude and window orientation in
order to substantially reduce matrix computation time.

7

The Reinhart subdivision of the Tregenza hemispherical basis is described by multiplication factors (MF), resulting
in the following number of patches (the center patch is not subdivided) – MF:2 = 145*2 2 = 577 patches; MF:4 = 145*42
= 2305 patches; MF:6 = 145*62 = 5185 patches.
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Figure 8. Images showing the subdivision scheme for the Klems (left) and Tregenza (right) hemispherical bases. The
patches associated with grazing angles are shaded in blue.

Figure 9. Workplane illuminance on a sunny day (July 12, 2016) with the subdivided window, where the Klems basis
(left) or the Tregenza/Reinhart MF:2 basis (right) was used for the F7 matrix. The F7 matrix simulation is shown with
the green lines and the measured data are shown with the solid red line. Awning angle: 50°.

3.2.4. Generation of the F matrix: Placement of the F aperture relative to the facade
In this study, the NCS is an operable awning that can be extended and retracted, varying the distance
between the outer edge of the awning and the facade. In order to encompass all possible positions of the
awning, the F1 aperture was placed at a distance where the awning’s outer edge was most extended away
from the facade. This aperture placement left a large gap between the F1 aperture and the façade, resulting
in loss of total flux between the window and the F1 aperture as described in Section 2.3. When there is a
large gap, the F1 aperture only receives rays from part of the hemispherical directions. Essentially, rays
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leaving the window surface at near grazing angles are not received by the F1 aperture. Consequently, in the
modified daylight (D′) matrix, rays sent by the F1 aperture at near grazing angles are translated to zeros
when passing to the facade (F) matrix. Simply put, a F1 aperture placed far from the facade will omit rays
coming through the top and sides of the F1 aperture. This definition of the F1 aperture should serve as a
demonstration of a worst case scenario and the consequence of leaving a large gap between the F1 aperture
and the facade.

3.2.5. Luminance and discomfort glare
Simulated renderings were generated at a position that matched that of the HDR camera in the rear of the
room (Figure 10). The rendering parameters and matrix resolution are given in Tables 2-3. For all
methods, the Klems basis was used to model the roller shade fabric since the BSDF exhibited Lambertian
properties (i.e., no specular transmission of direct sunlight through the fabric).
Total luminance levels were extracted from each image for sample areas on the ceiling, wall and floor
(approximately 450 pixel area) shown in Figure 10. The daylight glare probability (DGP) index was also
computed from the measured and simulated images using the software tool evalglare with default settings.
Potential glare sources were identified by pixel luminances levels that were five times the average image
luminance. The electric lighting was turned off in the outdoor testbed to minimize potential confounding
errors with the simulations.

Figure 10. Locations on the wall, ceiling, and floor where luminance data were measured and simulated. This was
also the field of view used for the calculation of discomfort glare.

4. Results
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4.1. Workplane illuminance: Comparison with field measured data
Comparisons between field measured data from the Advanced Windows Testbed and simulated workplane
illuminance data are given for a clear summer day in Figure 11. The simulated data were produced using
the various matrix-based algebraic methods described in Section 2. The awning was extended to just avoid
direct sunlight on the workplane illuminance sensors nearest the window. Simulated workplane
illuminance levels at the six locations tracked measured values well over the course of the day. Simulations
for sensor locations nearest the window performed the worst relative to sensors further from the window
because they were more sensitive to spatial averaging produced by the matrix approach. The four- and sixphase methods with the F1 aperture performed the worst as expected due to loss of total flux transfer in the
F1 and D′ matrices, as described in Sections 2.3 and 3.2.4. Among the remaining seven matrix-based
methods, there was no obvious winner in this set of simulations.
On a clear winter day, simulations were carried out with relatively low sun angles. The awning was
extended nearly all the way down and obstructed most of the view, however sunlight was still admitted
through the sides of the awning in the morning and afternoon hours. Errors due to spatial averaging from
the matrix approach were more significant with low sun angles, especially for locations near the window, as
shown in Figure 12. Whereas the three- and four-phase methods performed poorly, the five and six-phase
methods excelled, predicting workplane illuminance levels more accurately by separating calculation of the
diffuse sky contribution from the direct sun contribution.
The following scatter plots (Figure 13) show the level of agreement between the field measurements and
simulation results for one of the workplane illuminance sensors nearest the window. Data are given for all
measurement periods (5-min interval data, all daylight hours during the summer, 8:00 AM-6:00 PM ST
during the winter) and all nine simulation methods. The workplane illuminance nearest the windows were
the most challenging to predict. Overestimation of workplane illuminance (centered around the 2000 lux
illuminance level for the measured condition, as illustrated by the winter plots), occurred for all but a few
of the methods: i.e., five-phase and the six-phase method with the F1H aperture. This overestimated
simulated data were likely caused by the direct sun contribution being represented by a large solid angle.
This overestimation was most significant with the three- and four-phase methods, then decreased with the
five- and six-phase methods, which provided a more accurate representation of the solar disc. In the case
of the six-phase method with the F7 aperture, overestimation still occurred with the Tregenza basis (MF:2).
Additional increased resolution would likely improve accuracy.
In general, the results showed that simulated workplane illuminance values using all methods except for the
four- and six-phase methods with the F1 aperture (i.e., 4PM_F1, 6PM_F1) were valid compared to the
measured illuminance values (Tables 4-5). For middle to rear sensors, the normalized mean absolute error
between measured and simulated results for the summer and winter periods range was 6.7-15.8%. For the
sensors nearest the window, the error range was 10.3-23.6%. Errors for all sensors and all test periods are
summarized in Table 6 and Figure 14. The differences between valid methods were negligible in this study.
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(a) Sensor 1

(b) Sensor 2

(c) Sensor 3

(d) Sensor 4

(e) Sensor 5

(f) Sensor 6

Figure 11. Measured and simulated workplane illuminance at all six sensor locations on a clear summer day (July 10,
2016). Sensors 1-2 were nearest the window.
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(a) Sensor 1

(b) Sensor 2

(c) Sensor 3

(d) Sensor 4

(e) Sensor 5

(f) Sensor 6

Figure 12. Measured and simulated workplane illuminance at all six sensor locations on a clear winter day (April 30,
2017). Sensors 1-2 were nearest the window.
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6PM_F7 (NMAE: 11.4%)

DC (NMAE: 11.7%)

4PM_F7 (NMAE: 11.8%)

3PM (NMAE: 11.9%)

5PM (NMAE: 12.1%)

4PM_F1H (NMAE: 12.9%)

Figure 13. Scatter plots showing measured (x-axis) and simulated (y-axis) workplane illuminance at sensor #1 (near
the window) for the entire monitored period using different matrix-based simulation methods. Agreement is best for
the top row of graphs (DC and 6PM_F7) and progressively worse for methods below these graphs.
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6PM_F1H (NMAE: 13%)

6PM_F1 (NMAE: 33.6%)

4PM_F1 (NMAE: 35.3%)
Figure 13 (continued). Correlation between measured (x-axis) and simulated (y-axis) workplane illuminance at sensor
#1 (near the window) for the entire monitored period for different matrix-based simulation methods. Agreement is best
for the top row of graphs (DC and 6PM_F7) and progressively worse for methods below these graphs.

Table 4
Normalized mean absolute error between measured and simulated workplane illuminance;
summer, awning angle 50°.
Sensor distance
from window
Matrix approach:
DC
3PM
5PM
4PM _F1
4PM_F1H
4PM_F7
6PM _F1
6PM _F1H
6PM_F7

Front sensors
0.76 m
2.49 ft

Middle sensors
2.28 m
7.48 ft

Rear sensors
3.80 m
12.46 ft

15.9%
21.7%
21.6%
57.4%
23.5%
21.8%
55.0%
23.6%
22.4%

10.4%
7.0%
8.3%
30.4%
6.7%
7.1%
28.2%
6.7%
8.5%

13.3%
9.6%
10.3%
23.6%
8.1%
9.5%
22.7%
8.6%
10.3%

Table 5
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Normalized mean absolute error between measured and simulated workplane illuminance;
winter and spring, awning angle 125°.
Sensor distance
from window
Matrix approach:
DC
3PM
5PM
4PM _F1
4PM_F1H
4PM_F7
6PM _F1
6PM _F1H
6PM_F7

Front sensors
0.76 m
2.49 ft

Middle sensors
2.28 m
7.48 ft

Rear sensors
3.80 m
12.46 ft

10.3%
18.4%
14.1%
42.8%
20.7%
19.0%
40.6%
19.1%
10.9%

10.1%
10.0%
10.1%
36.9%
15.6%
7.8%
35.0%
15.8%
7.8%

8.1%
8.2%
8.1%
33.4%
13.9%
6.9%
32.3%
13.8%
6.8%

Table 6
Normalized mean absolute error between measured and simulated workplane illuminance;
all sensors, all test periods.
Matrix approach:
DC
3PM
5PM
4PM_F1
4PM_F1H
4PM_F7
6PM_F1
6PM_F1H
6PM_F7

All data
11.7%
11.9%
12.1%
35.3%
12.9%
11.8%
33.6%
13.0%
11.4%

Figure 14. Normalized mean absolute error (NMAE) between measured and simulated workplane illuminance at the
rear, middle, and front (nearest the window) of the room. Left: Summer, awning angle 50°. Middle: winter and spring,
awning angle 125°. Right: All sensors, summer and winter test periods.
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4.2. Luminance and DGP data: Comparison with field measured data
For the summer period, there was no direct sun on the sampled areas of the ceiling, wall, and floor and
there was little to no sunlight that entered deep into the space due to the obstruction by the awning. Under
these diffuse daylit conditions, simulated luminance levels for the wall and ceiling tracked measured levels
to within 5-7%, excluding the four-phase method with F1 aperture (4PM_F1), while for the floor, errors
were slightly greater (4-12%), which was likely due to inaccurate modeling of the carpet and possible
shadowing from the nearby instrumentation support rails, although this effect is likely to be small (Figure
15 left column; Table 7).
For the winter period (Figure 15, right column), the situation was more challenging due to low angle sun
that entered the space. The range of error was 14-32% for the sampled area on the ceiling and 30-45% for
the wall and floor, excluding the four- and six-phase methods with F1 aperture (4PM_F1 and 6PM_F1).
Sunlight is the probable cause for the higher levels of error on the wall and floor. Ranking methods by
level of error for the wall sampled area, the four- and six-phase methods with the F7 aperture yielded the
lowest error (36%), the dc, three-, and five-phase methods without the F matrix yielded slightly higher
levels of error (39-40%), and four- and six-phase methods with the F1H yielded the greatest error (4445%). Interestingly, there was no significant difference in error between the methods with and without the
direct sun component directly modeled (e.g., four- versus six-phase methods). This was likely because the
sampled areas were not exposed to unobstructed direct sunlight and transmitted sunlight through the
awning was diffused by the Lambertian properties of the fabric. Overall, however, the range of normalized
mean absolute error for the summer and winter periods and three sampled areas in the room was between
14.8-17.5%.
Simulated values for the daylight glare probability (DGP) index agreed well with measured values (6.48.6% error) with the exception of the four- and six-phase methods with the F1 aperture (12.0-15.2% error;
Figure 16-17 and Tables 7-8). The larger error for the four- and six-phase methods with F1 aperture can be
explained by unaccounted flux in the F1 matrix.
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Summer

Winter

Floor

Floor

Ceiling

Ceiling

Wall

Wall

Figure 15. Simulated versus measured luminance values on the floor (top graphs), ceiling (middle), and wall (lower)
for two awning position during summer (left column, July 20) and winter (right, November 12).
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4PM_F7 (NMAE: 6.4%)

DC (NMAE: 6.5%)

3PM (NMAE: 6.8%)

4PM_F1H (NMAE: 7.9%)

6PM_F7 (NMAE: 8.0%)

5PM (NMAE: 8.2%)

Figure 16. Scatter plots between measured and simulated DGP for all simulation methods. Agreement is best for the
top row of graphs (3PM and 5PM) and progressively worse for methods below these graphs.
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6PM_F1H (NMAE: 8.6%)

4PM_F1 (NMAE: 12.9%)

6PM_F1 (NMAE: 15.2%)
Figure 16 (continued). Correlation between measured and simulated DGP for all simulation methods. Agreement is
best for the top row of graphs (3PM and 5PM) and progressively worse for methods below these graphs.

Table 7
Normalized mean absolute error between measured and simulated luminance; three locations in the room, two awning
angles (summer 50°, winter 125°).
Surface
Awning angle
Matrix
method:
DC
3PM
5PM
4PM_F1
4PM_F1H
4PM_F7
6PM_F1
6PM_F1H
6PM_F7

Floor

Wall

Ceiling

All

50°

125°

50°

125°

50°

125°

11.7%
9.5%
9.6%
8.0%
9.5%
11.2%
3.7%
9.7%
11.3%

30.1%
40.2%
39.0%
58.1%
43.3%
42.2%
55.9%
42.2%
39.9%

6.2%
4.8%
5.0%
19.3%
4.7%
5.1%
7.0%
4.8%
5.3%

39.0%
39.3%
39.6%
66.0%
43.6%
36.2%
63.2%
44.8%
35.5%

6.0%
4.8%
4.8%
17.9%
4.8%
5.7%
6.4%
4.8%
5.7%

14.2%
25.8%
24.1%
55.5%
32.3%
20.0%
53.7%
30.5%
18.3%
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14.8%
16.1%
15.9%
30.1%
17.5%
16.1%
22.9%
17.4%
15.7%

Table 8
Normalized mean absolute error between measured and simulated daylight glare probability (DGP).
Matrix method
DC
3PM
5PM
4PM_F1
4PM_F1H
4PM_F7
6PM_F1
6PM_F1H
6PM_F7

Overall
error
6.5%
6.8%
8.2%
12.9%
7.9%
6.4%
15.2%
8.6%
8.0%

Figure 17. Left: Normalized mean absolute error between measured and simulated luminance; three locations in the
room (ceiling, wall, and floor), and two awning angles (summer 50°, winter 125°). Right: Normalized mean absolute
error between measured and simulated daylight glare probability (DGP).

4. Discussion
Comparisons made between simulated and measured data indicate that the four- and six-phase methods
yielded reasonable results with trends that could be explained by the modeling approach. Accuracy was
improved when the F aperture was constructed to account for the majority of incident flux on the window
plane (i.e., F1H and FN apertures). Subdivision of the window and use of the Tregenza versus the Klems
basis for the F matrices yielded greater accuracy in the spatial distribution of flux within the room.
Increased resolution of the F, T, and V matrices also improved spatial accuracy. Finally, the direct sun
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Table 9
Matrix dimension with and without T matrix.
Matrix
Dimension without T matrix
Dimension with T matrix
V
s x 577
s x 145
T
none
145 x 145
F
577 x 577
145 x 577
D′
577 x 2306
577 x 2306
S
2306 x n
2306 x n
Notes:
n = number of time steps and corresponding sky condition.
s = number of sensor points in the interior space.

contribution to workplane illuminance was modeled more accurately when the solar disc was modeled
separately using the correct apex angle with the six-phase method. Errors presented in Tables 4-8 represent
modeling approaches where the above strategies were applied to improve accuracy. Systematic errors due
to discrepancies between the model and the real-world space and surroundings are included in the total
error estimates. The ranking of methods from best to worst accuracy assume use of the same basis
resolution between all modeling approaches.
Use of the higher resolution BSDF for the T matrix in order to identify sources of error with the four- and
six-phase methods was useful for the validation task but for practical applications, this approach is
somewhat problematic. Assuming that most applications involve operable coplanar indoor shades, the T
matrix, omitted for the validation, will be needed for simulations. However, Radiance genBSDF and LBNL
WINDOW tools currently produce BSDF data using the uniform Klems basis, not the Tregenza basis with
high resolution. The genBSDF tool could be modified to produce high resolution BSDFs (using either the
Klems or Tregenza basis definition). Doing the same for the WINDOW software may be a more involved
process. To evaluate the benefit of using this capability, end users are advised to perform a comparative
analysis between the DC method and four- or six-phase methods for their application to determine whether
the selected method is sufficient. Table 9 shows the dimensions of each matrix with and without the Klems
145x145 limit of the T matrix. Notice that in the scenario without the T matrix, the sampling resolution of
the V, F, and D′ matrices can be set to higher resolutions.
When it comes to applications, the four- and six-phase methods can reduce overall modeling and
computation time for cases where the geometry and/or material properties of the non-coplanar shading
element are being parameterized. A simple use case would be development of design guidance for
selecting the best fabric for an awning based on adequate daylight admission and glare control for a variety
of contexts (e.g., different window orientations, urban versus unobstructed site). The BSDF of “k” types of
fabric would be used to generate “k” sets of F and C matrices. The F and C matrices would then be a
parameter in the matrix calculation with the remaining V, T, D′, and S matrices computed once in the initial
set up. The amount of time saved for 100 fabric permutations compared to the two-, three-, and five-phase
methods would be significant.
The comparison of simulated to measured data demonstrated that the intensity and distribution of
transmitted solar radiation through the NCS-shaded window was correct, therefore room surface heat gains
due to transmitted solar radiation will also be correct. Incident solar radiation on the exterior surface of the
window was also modeled correctly, therefore modeled window heat gains due to absorbed solar radiation
will also be correct. For the thermal portion of the solar heat gain calculation, this validation study does not
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Table 10
Matrix formulation for parametric modeling.
Parameters
No parametric modeling
Interior and exterior parameters

Example
No parameterization
Interior parameter: room reflectance; exterior
parameter: reflectance of adjacent building wing

VFDS

Interior, NCS, and exterior
parameters

NCS parameter: non-coplanar awning angle and fabric;
interior and exterior reflectance

VTDS

Interior, CPS, and exterior
parameters

CPS parameter: coplanar indoor or outdoor venetian
blind angle; interior and exterior reflectance

VTFDS

Interior, CPS, NCPS, and exterior
parameters

All parameters; awning angle, indoor venetian blind
angle; interior and exterior material reflectance

V*S
VDS

Note : V* is the view matrix used in the two-phase DC method, where rays are traced from a point in the room to the
sky instead of to the window.

make claims regarding improved accuracy. Models involving the conductive, radiative, and convective
heat flow in and around NCS geometries were not investigated. If the window has low-emittance
properties and the NCS is not designed with thermal bridging between the indoors and outdoors, then these
other effects are estimated to be small. In EnergyPlus, for example, opaque, rectilinear NCS are modeled
using a simple shadow calculation; no additional modifications to the window thermal heat flow
calculations were implemented.
Constructing the F apertures then computing F matrices can be a barrier to the adoption of this method in
software tools. First, the user has to decide which type of F aperture should be defined for their
application. If the non-coplanar shading (NCS) element has a shallow depth from the outer edge of the
NCS to the face of the facade, the F1 aperture may be sufficient (due to limited daylight contributing to the
scene from behind the façade) and is relatively quick to model. The F1H aperture requires more work to
set up while the FN aperture is the most time-consuming to set up and compute but provides the most
accurate results. If the goal of the end user is to conduct a parametric study where the surroundings,
building orientation, and NCS objects are subject to change, it is likely worth the effort to use the four- or
six-phase method. Table 10 lists the various matrix formulations based on which components of the model
are being parameterized. If the objective of the study is known, the end user can decide which matrices to
construct and combine.
Users also need to consider how to subdivide the window. Subdividing the window into two areas, for
example, means there will be two sets of V, T, and F matrices. If there is an operable coplanar shade (e.g.,
roller shade or venetian blind with variable height positions), then window subdivision is implied in the
workflow – the full height of the window will need to be subdivided at each shade height.
To generate the F1H matrix, one can use the Radiance getbbox tool to define the F apertures. Getbbox
calculates the coordinates of the bounding box that encapsulates the window and NCS geometries. These
coordinates serve as a guide on how best to place the F1H aperture polygons in the scene. F1H apertures
usually consist of four surfaces: top, front, left, and right sides of the NCS. If the window is on the second
floor or if the NCS is a significant distance from the facade such that there is light coming from below, a
polygon should also be placed at the bottom. Once the polygons are constructed, all polygon are assigned
to a single sampler; the polygons’ outward facing normals are then averaged based on surface area. Using
the normal direction and sampling basis, rays are then be traced from the window surface to the F
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apertures. For innovative architectural designs, determining what to include in the bounding box can be
complicated. For example, NCS elements on an adjacent upper floor may shade the window or an irregular
pattern of shading elements may have been designed across the width and height of the façade. The
bounding box that maps the flux from the window to the shading device(s) for these cases may span
multiple floors and may need to encompass the variations in design (similar to variable depth awnings).
In this validation study, the NCS itself was modeled with the geometry of the awning projection (i.e.,
overhang with a specified angle) and a BSDF of the fabric material. For an awning fabric with a direct
through component (e.g., 1-3% openness factor), the variable-resolution tensor tree basis should be used for
the C matrix term, not the uniform Klems basis. For projections made of materials that are modeled with
macro-scaled geometry (e.g., expanded metal mesh, perforated metal, louvers), the direct sun contribution
can be modeled using proxy geometry and shadow testing within Radiance. The Klems BSDF used to
defined the nearly Lambertian fabric was also problematic for the rendering using two-phase method. The
error was large using the two-phase method when low specular sampling (-ss 1) was used. Low specular
sampling ray was insufficient for integrating the sun and sky component because one specular ray was not
enough to sample a large solid angle. The results improved after increasing the specular sampling from 1 to
4000 (RMSE was reduced from 14.8% to 6.5%).

5. Conclusions
Non-coplanar shading (NCS) systems are defined as fixed or operable exterior elements such as overhangs
or fins that project out from the face of the façade. These systems can provide significant reductions in
solar heat gains but can also diminish daylight availability to the interior. Existing tools enable evaluation
of daylight and solar heat gains (e.g., radiosity-based tools and the two-, three- and five-phase matrix-based
methods that rely on ray-tracing) but use of parametric analysis to determine the best geometry and
materials for the projection can be a slow process. In this study, alternate matrix algebraic methods were
developed to facilitate parametric analysis. The four-phase method introduces the F matrix term to the
prior validated three-phase method used to model coplanar shading systems. The F matrix models the
transfer of flux from the NCS to the surface of the window. Similar to the five-phase method, the six-phase
method adds an additional term that separates calculation of the diffuse sky contribution from the direct sun
contribution to achieve more accurate spatial resolution of flux within the room interior.
Comparisons with measured data indicate that the four- and six-phase methods yielded simulated results
that were within acceptable levels of error. Simulated workplane illuminance agreed with measured data to
within 11-13% normalized mean absolute error. Surface luminance agreed to within 16-18%. The daylight
glare probability agreed to within 6-9%. The relative ranking of matrix-based methods for determining
workplane illuminance were logical. Methods that modeled the direct sun component with the actual size
of the sun orb were more accurate than those that depicted the sun with a large solid angle. More detailed
approaches to defining the F matrix yielded greater accuracy than simpler approaches.
Results of this model validation of daylighting performance are applicable to solar heat gain performance.
Since exterior shading can significantly reduce peak demand, this improved accuracy enables utilities,
those involved in demand side management programs, and other stakeholders to more accurately assess the
impact of these technologies in supporting grid management and resiliency goals. For applications
requiring accurate spatial distribution of solar flux within the room (e.g., evaluation of phase change
materials; radiant cooling systems with small-area, local control; thermal comfort modeling using a multinode physiological model), higher resolution BSDFs may be needed. Field validation of models for
computing solar heat gains is planned for future work.
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We envision that a likely application of the four- or six-phase methods is the development of prescriptive
language advocating use of NCS in building energy efficiency codes and standards. Current standards such
as the California Energy Commission Title-24 [40] or the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and
Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 90.1 Standard [41] include a projection factor under the
prescriptive approach that relaxes the solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) requirements if an opaque
overhang or fin is used. Many architectural projects however specify NCS with angle-dependent
transmissive properties (e.g., louvers, slats, fritted glass) in order to improve both solar control and
daylighting in buildings. These new models enable parametric modeling for standards development. Other
applications mentioned earlier include rating and labeling of commercially available systems, development
of new technologies, and development of design guidance for existing commercial shading systems offered
by manufacturers.
The current implementation of the models involves use of the command line version of Radiance. A
Radiance tutorial with example code has been developed to explain the use of the models and is now
available to the public [42]. To facilitate adoption of the NCS models by industry, an additional script has
been developed to automatically generate the F1H matrix from a geometric description of the NCS. The
script would enable end users to use conventional software tools in a work-around solution or enable
software developers to incorporate the new models more easily in their tools.8 Incorporation of these
models to compute solar heat gains in EnergyPlus is also undergoing development and validation. A BSDF
library of exterior shading materials will be needed as input to the simulations.
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